The Land of Sun and Dreams

Live out your dream in South Africa with family and friends or on your
own. Safari with Africa’s Big Five animals and Kruger National Park in the
backyard. Wild, exciting, impressive, and magnificent experiences within a
very short distance of our amazing lodges. The lodges are situated in a safe
environment in the middle of the bush. Just 24 km to the gate of Kruger
National Park and Hans Merensky Golf
Course. Just an hour’s drive from the
impressive Draken Mountains, Bourke’s Luck
Potholes, The Three Rondavels, and Blyde
River Canyon, third largest canyon in the
world and honored as the most beautiful.

Let us give you an offer that meets your
dreams and wishes and the chance to
experience Mr. Nelson Mandela’s paradise..
We offer affordable safaris for both the old and young; safari,
hunting, and experiences that are out of the ordinary.

Magnificently located lodges between Phalaborwa and Hoedspruit
in the beautiful Limpopo Province.

We offer everything from 3 nights
to a long-term rental.
Lamai Lodge, Pitsi Pitsi and Chacma are all located in the
middle of the bush with open areas into Kruger National
Park with a wealth of wildlife and high-class safari.
Nearby are many exciting activities for all ages
– including the Big Five animals in our lodge area.

Two welcoming apartments by a large and
beautiful pool area. A view to water ponds
on both sides of the main house. A lovely
garden with space for peace and quiet.
The apartments contain toilet/bath and
two separate rooms.

Unique and tasteful thatched lodge with
own pool, nice sundeck with a pond
view. Pitsi Pitsi contains 4 rooms with own
toilet/bath. Including 2 rooms in an annex
with shared bathroom. Room for the large
family or all your friends.

Lovely thatched huts located very
uniquely by the foot of Grietjie Berg.
Every hut is equipped with own kitchen,
toilet/bath. Built in spectacular
materials with unique solutions and
room for 2 adults and possibly children.
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